“That is really not necessary!”

Children’s television for preschoolers – what annoys parents?

From a parental point of view, preschool programmes should show examples that help children deal with the world in a fun (and not frightening) way. Advertising as well as the scheduling and missing separation of shows are criticised.

Today, 0- to 5-year-olds are allowed to watch television (cf. Götz et al.; in this issue), but the programme selection is still directed by the parents – and they want a pedagogically sound programme for their children. Good children’s television should be fun, informative and most of all non-violent (Götz, 2001). This is also the programme makers’ promise1: humorous shows that don’t frighten the little ones, playful learning, worlds that make you wonder, inspiration and interaction – and the parents’ wishes are considered in programme acquisition.

However, there are many things about children’s television that parents are annoyed by. In August 2006, thirty-six mothers and two fathers in the Munich area (Germany) were asked what they expect from children’s television programme makers.2

No commercials, please!

“We very rarely watch RTL II, they show commercials non-stop.” Advertising in children’s programmes is repeatedly referred to as annoying. Parents believe preschool children and toddlers to be overstrained by advertising. They are said to be “much too young to understand, this is advertising and they believe anything”. What is surprising about this rejection is the wide reach of commercial networks.

About 15 % of the programming block “Toggolino” on Super RTL, which targets toddlers, is made up of advertising. However, in comparison to others, the broadcaster holds the highest market share among the 3- to 6-year-olds in Germany.3 Evidently, parents still accept the unloved advertising. Mothers are not always as strict as Ms M. who demands: “Please don’t turn on Super RTL (...) where there is this insane amount of advertising”.

Realistic films instead of cartoons

“... that there be less of this cartoon stuff, and more films and short films with real people.” Many of the interviewed parents are annoyed by cartoon formats in children’s television. The shows are perceived as being too unrealistic content-wise. In most cartoon shows parents don’t see any educational value. Especially newer formats are rated negatively, not only by Ms L.: “Doing without all the Japanese rubbish because it doesn’t make any sense to me”, while programmes that parents remember from their own childhood are often kept in fond memory:

“Things we watched as children: Maja the Bee, Nils Holgersson, (...) those old cartoons I always liked.”

In general, the affinity to realistic formats is higher, because the parents feel that their child can deal with his/her real environment this way. Very important to parents is the technical realisation of preschool programmes. Slow camera movements and few cuts are favoured. This is what most cartoons don’t offer:

“It can be animated, but maybe without the fast, gaudy, the excessive (...). If I just look at it, I think: ‘Oh my God, I’m already having a fit, imagine what the little ones think.’”

Children’s television in Germany already consisted of 60 % cartoons in 2000 (Bachmair/Hofmann, 2000). In the meantime, NICK Jr. joined the game, another channel which predominantly broadcasts in cartoon for-
content, parents are cautious of the audio-visual design of programmes. Ms T. puts it this way, “Super RTL is at times hard to take (…), concerning the characters; they are sometimes so nasty to look at that kids just have to be afraid. Why do you have to make some characters so extremely ugly?”

The appearance of some TV characters bothers parents. Especially younger children are afraid of animals or beings that look dangerous as well as of creepy sounds (Cantor, 1998). Parents report their children sleep badly and that they have problems with what they saw. In those moments, Ms B. would love to banish television completely: “Sometimes I think, why do I put up with it, why does my child have to deal with it?”

Placement problems and the wish for separation

“For weeks after Anne watched Cinderella she was concerned whether she was as beautiful. And she was only 4 years old!” Parents want their children to learn something from television in a playful way. Factual knowledge is less important than social role models for the young ones. Children’s television, from a parental point of view, should not at all stress superficial values such as beauty or be cliché-ridden. Praised is the imparting of social skills, for example by Ms W about Barbarappo: “There are arguments in it how nice it would be to help the father.” Parents also worry about the possible negative influence of cartoons that trivialise violence, where “the one hits the other one on the head and one hits the other one on the head”.

Children must learn to deal with fear. Why do you have to make them so afraid? Why do you have to make them feel threatened? Ms G. is sceptical, if television is the right medium to deal with difficult topics: “(…) through images that scurry over the screen”. Parents fear that their children are overburdened by straining contents, especially on television, because there is not enough time to process what they see. Apart from the

In spite of programme makers’ efforts to offer high-quality children’s television for the young ones, from the parents’ perspective, there is much left to be desired. Their agenda, however, is difficult to realise: commercial-free and realistic films, evenly distributed over the day, that impart social values and are not frightening. And don’t forget the breaks! Still, from the parents’ perspective, who express their wishes on grounds of their responsibility for the children, those are all legitimate demands.

NOTES

1 Panel discussion at the IZI conference 2006: F. Beckmann (K.I.K.A), R. Gerhardt (Disney Playhouse), S. Grewenig (ARD/WDR), F. Klasen (Super RTL), S. Schosser (Junior TV).
2 Cf. IZI study “Functions of TV among 0.5- to 5-year-olds from a parental point of view.”
3 Source: Press Office Super RTL.
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